
 
   

 

SF4800VAO  

coloniale
ELECTRIC STEAM OVEN, VAPOR CLEAN, COMPACT
45 CM, COLONIALE, OLD BRASS FINISHING  

 

FUNCTIONS:

Gross capacity: 50 lt

Net volume of the cavity: 41 l

Other Steam functions: Tank cleaning, Water

outlet, Water input

Delay start and automatic end cooking program

Minute minder

Acoustic alarm

Electronic thermostatic controls

Automatic switch-off when door is opened

Steam stop when door is opened

Temperatures: from 30°C to 100°C

Soft close door

Lighting when door is opened

1 halogen lamp (40 W)

Limited power consumption mode

Electrical connection rating (W): 2100 W

Frequency (Hz): 50/60 Hz

Current (A): 10 A

Voltage (V): 220-240 V

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED:

2 grids with back stop

1 st steel deep tray of 40 mm

1 st steel tray

Other: Sponge

Functions

  Main Oven

Plus Main Oven

Versions

SF4800VPO - CREAM, OLD BRASS FINISHING

 

 

 
 

 

SF4800VAO - ANTHRACITE, OLD BRASS FINISHING

SF4800VPO  



 

Main Oven 

Manual Steam function:
Manual mode of steam cooking. Temperature and duration of cooking depends on the products.

Defrost by time
with this function the time of thawing of foods are determined automatically.

Defrost by weight:
With this function the defrosting time is determined

Bread Proving:
Air at 40°C provides the perfect environment for proving yeast type dough mixes. Simply select the function and place dough in the 
cavity for allotted time.

Regenerating reheat:
this function allows to reheat food that has already been cooked and conserved in the fridge.

Plus Main Oven 

Manual Steam function:
Manual mode of steam cooking. Temperature and duration of cooking depends on the products.

41 litres:
The capacity indicates the amount of usable space in the oven cavity in litres.

Electronic control:
Allows you to maintain temperature inside the oven with the precision 2-3 ° C. This enables to cook meals that are very sensitive to temperature 
changes, such as cakes, souffles, puddings.

ECO-logic:
option allows you to restrict the power limit of the appliance real energy saving.

3 different cooking levels:
The oven cavity has 3 different cooking levels.

Enamel interior:
The enamel interior of all Smeg ovens have a special antacid lining which helps keep the interior clean by reducing the amount of cooking grease 
adhering to it.

All glass inner door:
All glass inner door, a single flat surface which is simple to keep clean.

The inner door glass:
can be removed with a few quick movements for cleaning.

Triple glazed doors:
Number of glazed doors.

45 cm:
Compact appliances with a height of 45 cm - perfect solution to meet the functional requirements of kitchen sets of small height. Available in 
several types and in different styles.



 




